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Introduction Ontology ConTrOn Summary 
Copyright ESA - ScienceOffice.org  
Concurrent Engineering Facility 
Product Specification 
Model Based System  
Engineering Tool 
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Challenge #1 Heterogeneous Formats 
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Challenge #2 Standard description 
 Not machine-interpretable 
 Require manual efforts 
transferring data into tools 
ECSS-E-ST-60-20C –  
Star sensor terminology and performance specification 
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#1 ONTOLOGY FOR SATELLITE PARTS 
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Ontology: Sources 
• Data models developed by DLR's in-house MBSE tool 
– https://github.com/virtualsatellite 
• Existing product description standards 
• Actual product data sheets 
• Interview with system engineers and manufacturers 
• Current version: https://zenodo.org/record/2616374 
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Ontology: Hierarchical Structure 
Base 
Core 
Spacecraft parts ontologies 
External Ontologies 
https://schema.org/Organization.ttl 
https://github.com/HajoRijgersberg/OM 
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Spacecraft Parts Ontology: Base 
• Primary classes  
– Part (Product) 
– Part’s attribute 
– Type of attribute 
 
• Primary properties 
– “is property of” 
– “has property” 
– “has unit” 
Base 
Core 
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Spacecraft Parts Ontology: Core 
• Common attributes for all parts 
– Mass 
– Lifetime 
– Operating Temperature 
– Width, Height, Length 
 
• 26 attributes 
Base 
Core 
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Spacecraft Parts Ontology: Star Tracker 
• Specific attributes to star trackers 
– Attitude accuracy 
– Field of view 
– SNR 
– Etc. 
 
• 36 Attributes 
 
Base 
Core 
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Product Ontology: Further Usages 
• Conversion to database schema  
https://gitlab.com/dlr-dw/ontocode 
• Part data exchange interface 
– Web API 
• Knowledge graph 
– Information retrieval 
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However, as time flies 
http://spaceflight101.com/meteor-m-2-1 
People change, products change 
And ontology should evolve 
But, how … 
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#2 AUTO-IMPROVEMENT OF 
ONTOLOGY 
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Information Extraction 
 Natural Language Processing 
 Semantic Knowledge 
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Existing Tools: Entities Extraction 
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DBpedia Spotlight 
OPEN CALAIS 
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Continuously  
Trained  
Ontology 
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Domain Knowledge Extractor 
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data, power, mm, space, receiver, temperature, mass, 
thruster, radiation, noise, battery, weight, 
magnetic_field, reliability, data_rate, payload, 
telemetry, resolution, thermal, baffle, lifetime, gauss, 
data_rates, propulsion_system, tracker, solar 
 Extract keywords 
 Bag-of-words 
 Tf-idf 
 
 
 
 Word Disambiguation 
 https://wordnet.princeton.edu/ 
 Part-of-Speech Tagging 
 Vector Space Model 
 
Definition, Synonyms,  
Hypernyms, … 
Auto-Improvement of ontology 
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Ontology Enricher 
 If ambiguous (multiple entities matched),  
compare to domain knowledge keywords 
 
 At this step, only enriching the existing classes 
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Ontology 
A battery  
has an attribute  
“Operating  
Temperature” 
Operating Temperature (P5066)  
temperature at which a device operates.  
Use values such as  
"maximum" (Q10578722),  
"minimum" (Q10585806). 
Semantic 
Knowledge Base 
Auto-Improvement of ontology 
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Information Extractor 
• Search text based on ontology classes 
– Name, label, superclass, same as 
• Extract values that come after keywords 
 
 
 
 
• Need human-in-the-loop: Next 
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Key-Value Pattern Learner 
• Users provide feedback via a UI 
(human-in-the-loop) 
 
 
 
 
• Key → Add to the ontology 
– Enrich by adding new classes 
 
• Value  → Improve the information extraction 
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Pattern Example 
• Learned patterns 
– <number>+" x "+<number>+" x "+<number> + <unit> 
– <number> <unit>+" x “+<number> <unit>+" x “+<number> <unit> 
 
• Verify the pattern 
– Apply to the information extractor 
– Choose the pattern that yield the minimum error 
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Summary 
• Current satellite parts ontology is available at: 
https://zenodo.org/record/2616374 
 
• ConTrOn: automatically improve ontology from data sheets 
 Ontology Enrichment 
 Domain Knowledge Extraction 
 Ontology-based Information Extraction 
 Key-Value Pattern Learner (human-in-the-loop) 
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Outlook 
• Collecting feedbacks from users  
– Baseline for evaluation of information extraction  
• Extension of ontology 
• Knowledge graph from data sheets 
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Thank you for your attention! 
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